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6 themed sets included
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This packet includes 6 different beginning sound matching card themes and two
optional recording sheets. You can use these cards as a literacy center, a whole
group or small group pocket chart activity, or partner cards for students. Picture
names for all activities can be found on page 6.
To prepare this packet, print, cut, and laminate the activity cards and print the
recording sheet, if using. Students can use a pocket chart to match the letter card
to the picture card or complete this activity on the floor.
If using this activity for partner cards, set aside enough letter and picture cards so
that each student will receive one. Pass out a card to each student. Half of the
students will have a letter card, the other half will have a picture card. Students will
find the student with the matching card and will be paired up as partners.
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Match the Sound
Students will identify the letter
sound and find the corresponding
picture card. They will match the
letter card to the picture card.
An optional recording sheet is
included for students to record
and draw some of their matches.
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Matching Cookies & Camera & Bowl & Fish Lunch Bag Pencil &
Cards
Jar
Picture
& Sandwich Paper

Beginning Sounds: Match the Sound
act, band-aide, cake, domino, exercise, flamingo, game, hammer, insects, jam
/ jelly, kangaroo, lamp, monster, nurse, off, pear, quart, rose, school, tooth,
upstairs, vacuum, water, x-ray, yarn, zip
ambulance, ball, car, dog, egg, fan, gas, hand, iguana, jacket, king, lantern,
magnet, necklace, otter, panda, question mark, raccoon, socks, tape, upset,
vase, watch, xylophone, yawn, zig-zag
alphabet, balloons, carrot, donuts, envelope, farmer, gift, hat, inchworm,
jack-o-lantern, key, ladybug, mailbox, nest, ox, pancakes, quilt, robot, saw,
tiger, upside down, vest, wand, xylophone, yo-yo, zebra
astronaut, bus, castle, duck, elephant, firetruck, glasses, house, instruments,
jewelry, kitchen, lamb, milk, net, octagon, penguin, quiz, road, sand dollar,
ten, umbrella, vegetables, walrus, x-ray, yellow, zipper
apple, bath, cat, dinosaur, elbow, fire, girl/glasses, hamburger, igloo, jungle,
kayak, lion, map, nine, omelet, pig, queen, ring, sandwich, taco, under, van,
wallet, xylophone, yogurt, zoo
ask, bed, clown, duck, eggplant, fish, grapes, honey, ill, jellyfish, karate, lock,
monkey, nose, octopus, pizza, quarter, robe, seven, toaster, umpire, vet,
window, x-ray, yummy, zucchini
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